LiveWall (Green Wall) Section
SIDE VIEW - LARGE SIZE PLANTERS
SIDE FEED IRRIGATION

L2S

FURRING STRIP
(15” (38.1 MM) VERTIRAIL)

LARGE SIZE
PLANTER (WALLTER)

SPRAY NOZZLE OR Drip
EMITTER ASSEMBLY
(SEE L1 FOR WATERING METHOD)

RAINRAIL

SLOT RAIL (H-RAIL)

CRITICAL - IF REAR DRAIN, LEAVE A 1 1/2” (38.1 MM)
GAP BETWEEN THE BOTTOM OF THE FURRING
STRIP AND THE BOTTOM OF THE RAINRAIL,
(SEE L1 FOR DRAIN TYPE)

RECOMMENDED PROTECTIVE BACKING
ATTACHED TO BUILDING WALL
MATERIAL SPECIFIED BY A/E

REAR DRAIN 1/2” (12.7 MM)
INTERIOR REAR DRAIN ASSEMBLY
(OF SPECIFIED) SITS BETWEEN
LIVEWALL AND PROTECTIVE
BACKING.
(SEE L1 FOR DRAIN TYPE)

8.0” (203.2 MM)

9.0” (228.6 MM)

7.0” (203.2 MM)

16.0” (1’-4”)
(406.4 MM)

16.0” (1’-4”)
(406.4 MM)

16.0” (1’-4”)
(406.4 MM)

15” (38.1 MM)

15” (38.1 MM)

NOTES:
1. REFER TO L1 FOR PLANTER COLOR, WATERING METHOD AND
   DRAIN TYPE.
2. REQUIRES 8” (203.2 MM) OR 16” (406.4 MM) ON SIDE FOR
   IRRIGATION FEED (CONFIRM WITH LIVEWALL TECHNICAL REP
   FOR SPECIFIC WALL LAYOUT).
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